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In
the last month or so I have been on a bit of a tattoo odyssey. I

have finally broken my own self-inflicted tattoo abstinence.  It

happened at the magnificent 10th London Tattoo Convention

and I was more than a little nervous... but I was beginning to feel that if

I didn't get tattooed in 2014 then I may never be tattooed again!

Dramatic words indeed, but when you hit a certain age your tattoo

Mojo can become slightly more elusive than when you’re a young buck.

I'll be honest, it wasn't the most pleasant experience of the weekend,

but it was so good to get that ‘just-been-tattooed’ feeling again and I’m

very pleased to say I’m really looking forward to my next sitting. The

progression of my body suit has been stalled for too long.

Of course the London Show is itself a journey into tattooing, and this

year we decided to ask people what it meant to them personally. The

replies were fascinating, and we've included some of them in our show

coverage (sadly there wasn't space for all of them). There's no doubt

this mega-convention has had a profound effect on tattooing in the UK,

and also on the way people outside the UK view our tattoo culture

here.

Recently, I also spent some time talking with the curator of a very

different tattoo exhibition. 'I Will Always Have You' is currently showing

at the Knowle West Media Centre in Bristol, and it's all about how

tattoos make their wearers feel. Forget artistic merit or any other

criteria by which ink might be judged; this show is all about the true

essence of what tattoos really mean. As you might imagine, many of the

stories are deeply personal and they span the generations.  Keep an eye

on a future issue of Total Tattoo for more about of this exhibition.

It’s certainly been a month that has made me look at tattooing from

many different angles. I've seen just how far this art form has come, and

I've also been reminded that at the end of the day it's still what it's

always been: in your head as much as on your skin.

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around among 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST
YOUR
BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people read

Total Tattoo worldwide. Why not tell

them about your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Luke on 

01602 958052
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how
reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 
requirements with you, and we
will work out the best price
deal to suit you too.  We can
even 
design and create your advert
for you, at very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo in your
hand so you know the quality and passion
that goes into it.  
The same quality and passion goes into the
service that we offer our advertisers.

e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

“Tattoos have a power and
magic all their own. 
They decorate the body but
they also enhance the soul.” 

― Michelle Delio
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NEWS & REVIEWS
BOOK REVIEW
Ryu – Japanese

Drawings & Paintings

By Daan Verbruggen

Published by Gentlemans

Tattoo Flash

192 Pages

£50.00

This book is a collection of

paintings, drawings and tattoos by

the hugely talented (but largely

unknown) Daan Verbruggen.

Wonderfully spiky dragons sit

alongside rippling koi in this

portfolio of Japanese-influenced

western tattoo designs. The book is

arranged in four sections. Following

a short foreword, we are treated to

more than sixty pages of brightly

coloured, page-size paintings, full of

energy, silky smooth gradients and

flowing lines. A selection of Daan's

sketches and illustrations comes

next, then a short final chapter of

photographed

tattoos. Every section

is inspiring and for a

small book this packs a

big punch. It's a must

for any fan of dragons,

koi, or in fact anything

Japanese. 

WIN A COPY 
OF RYU!
We have five copies of Daan

Verbruggen's splendid book

to give away, courtesy of

Gentlemans Tattoo Flash. To be

in with a chance of getting your

hands on one of them, email

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk

with RYU as your subject line

(remembering to include your

name and address). If yours is one

of the first five entries out of the

hat on 8th December you'll be

receiving an early Christmas

present! Conditions and 

terms apply, see p5.

Artists wanted at 
Next Generation Tattoo

Next Generation Tattoo (20 years in the business!)

are seeking experienced part-time tattoo artists and

guest artists. You need a minimum three years studio

experience and a strong portfolio, ideally with your

own client base that you are keen to build up. A flair

for realism and portraiture would be advantageous.

Email information about yourself to

nextgenerationtattoo@hotmail.co.uk 

and ask for more details.

Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

A caress for stressed skin
Honour your newly acquired ink with this nourishing and soothing tattoo
cream from Pig Fat Pomades. Formulated to help reduce irritation, heal
soft tissue damage and hydrate your tattoo, this lightweight water-based
gel sinks into the skin instantly, leaving an oil-free finish. It's an all-
natural blend of ingredients including borage seed oil, which is an anti-
inflammatory, and arnica montana flower extract, which helps to reduce
bruising. Pig Fat Pomades Nourishing Tattoo Cream was created as an
alternative to petroleum-based jellies and lotions and it hasn't been tested
on animals. It costs £10.95 for a 58g pot (with trade prices on request)
and it's currently available from www.thegroomingclinic.com and
www.menareuseless.com

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU
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Joe Spaven of Scarlet Rose
will be will be guesting at Black Dog

Tattoos in Norwich for two days at the

end of this month – on 28th and 29th

of November.

You can contact Joe directly on joe@scarletrosetattoo.com 

Black Dog can be found at 47 St Benedicts St, Norwich,

Norfolk NR2 4PG. Tel: 01603 291049

Tattoo App for
Breast Cancer
Survivors

Growing numbers of breast cancer
survivors are choosing tattoos as a way
to reclaim their bodies post-mastectomy.
It's a deeply personal and powerful way
to heal. Non-profit organisation
Personal Ink (P.ink) was set up in 2013
with the aim of helping women find
tattoo ideas for covering their scars
and, to coincide with Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, they have launched
Inkspiration, an app that enables
women to see how a particular tattoo
design might look on their own body.
For more information go to 
p-ink.org/inkspiration or take a look at:
youtube.com/watch?v=yAts1TVrMxc
(The app is currently for iPhone only,
with the Android version to follow
soon.)

BOOK REVIEW
Body Art
Author: Nicholas Thomas
Published by Thames & Hudson
£9.95
208 pages, with 186 Illustrations

Part of the renowned T&H World of Art series, this
book would be a worthy addition to the library of any
lover of body art, its history, and the many diverse
ways it has manifested itself across the globe. Different
cultures interpret and use body modification in their
own unique ways, but the desire to change and adorn
the body is universal. It runs deep in the human
psyche, evolving and redefining itself as each new
generation discovers and explores it for themselves.

Win a limited edition Tattoo Timepiece!
The Borneo Headhunters Tattoo and Piercing Studio in Sarawak, Malaysia, aims to promote
the rich, traditional art of the Iban community. Their designs are timeless... or at least they
were before they appeared on these watches (can't believe I just wrote that). Conceived by
artist and studio owner Ernesto Kalum, there are nine watches in the collection, each
individually numbered and dated, and they'd make a bold statement on any wrist.

We have just one of these very special limited edition timepieces to give away. If you fancy a
bit of authentic headhunter memorabilia, just email us (at comps@totaltattoo.co.uk) and let
us know which continent Borneo is in. Put BORNEO as your subject line and remember to
include your name and address. First correct entry out of the hat on 8th December will win!
Terms and conditions apply (see p5).
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Mitch O'Connell’s Lil' Sideshow
We have always been big fans of Mitch O'Connell's work. (Some of you may remember that
sweet and sassy pin-up he designed for the cover of Issue 10 of Total Tattoo.) So when we saw
his latest project we just had to shout about it. Welcome to the twisted world of Lil' Sideshow.
Somehow managing to be both cute and freaky at the same time, Lil' Spidora, Lil' Strongman
and their friends are available on a cool selection of little person's clothes and accessories – from
babygrows, bibs and blankets to cool t-shirts, nappy bags and of course the all-important hoodie.
Head to www.cafepress.com/mitchoconnellsgoodtasteproducts to check out the entire range, but
for now... Roll Up Roll Up to enjoy the cast of the Lil' Sideshow!
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to
enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Luke Wessman on his tattooed passport

youtube.com/watch?v=Liq04UTqIuw
South Korea: tattoos are not illegal

vimeo.com/108278049

Jason Butcher at the London Tattoo Convention

vimeo.com/107793964
Dr Matt Lodder on researching tattoo history

vimeo.com/95163710

The Final Piece of the Puzzle…
If you've been following the story of the ‘Recidivist’ Cheyenne Bike in Total
Tattoo Magazine over the last few months, you'll be excited to hear that it
was finally unveiled - to huge acclaim - at the London Tattoo Convention.
(Maybe you were there to see it in the flesh!)  A one-off custom Harley
Davidson covered in leather and tattooed by artists from Polish studios 
Individuum and Steel Will 
Tattoo Factory, it was a sight 
to behold and well worth 
the wait. For your delectation 
and delight, here are some 
shots of the finished product.

Great Scott...a mistake!

In last month’s
Portsmouth
show report we
inadvertently
credited this
fabulous
backpiece to the
wrong Scott. It
was actually
done by Scott
Hansler from
Kingston Ink.
Sorry about that

ELECTRIC PUNCH OPENS IN HERTFORDSHIRE

Terry Frank, formerly of C16 Tattoo, has opened his own
studio in Hoddesdon. Electric Punch Tattoo aims to bring you
good solid clean tattoos in a sterile, modern, classic tattoo
environment. They can be found at: Unit 4, The Pavilion, Tower
Centre, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, EN11 8UB.
Phone: 01992 447756 • electricpunchtattoo@hotmail.com
www.electricpunchtattoo.co.uk • Facebook: electric punch tattoo 
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Luke Atkinson, 

Checker Demon Tattoos

(Germany)

It’s all about getting together with old

friends and meeting new ones. I don’t travel

to any other shows now. I come here to

see all the friends I've made over the years,

as they all seem to gather here.  It’s an

incredibly inspiring show.

1. by mike rubendall, 

kings avenue (usa)

2. by domantus, 

totemus tattoo (russia)

3. by eugene, ians ink

4. by horishin (japan)

5. artwork by mikele

6. by errol, inkstitution (holland)

1.

2.

3.
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3 days • 400+ tattooists • 25,000+ visitors

In 2004, Miki Vialetto and his team put on the first
London Tattoo Convention at The Old Truman
Brewery on Brick Lane in London's East End. This
event catapulted tattoo conventions to a whole new
level never before seen on these shores. In 2007, the
show relocated to the bigger, more versatile, ever-
expandable Tobacco Dock, an atmospheric disused
shopping centre also in East London. This
spectacular venue has allowed the show to grow and
become possibly the greatest tattoo convention in
Europe. 

Now, in 2014, the Convention is still a groundbreaking event, still
pushing the boundaries on all fronts. September this year marked
the London Tattoo Convention's 10th anniversary and more than
400 of the world's very best and most well-known tattoo artists
came together to help celebrate. Guest of honour was none other
than tattoo legend Don Ed Hardy, and he was joined by a
seemingly endless list of other famous names including Filip Leu,
Paul Booth, Tin Tin, Jack Rudy, Henning Jørgensen, Bob Tyrrell,
Shige, Bugs, and many many more.

Visitor numbers continue to grow year on year and 2014 saw
ticket pre-sales hit a record high. The crowds flocked to the show
and, as in previous years, a double-decker bus was laid on to ferry
people between Tower Hill tube station and Tobacco Dock.
The convention itself is spread over two levels. The tattooists are
housed on the ground floor in numerous glass-walled rooms along
wide flagstone corridors. Open balconies look down on to two
purpose-built hexagonal stages below, which host the Miss Pin-Up
competition and other entertainment (including performances by
the Fuel Girls) throughout the weekend. In the brick-vaulted

Words by Perry • Pictures by Perry and James

Brad Fink, 

Dare Devil Tattoo

(USA)

Ten years of London to me

represents evolution. It’s

brought so many people

together. It really is – what

do the kids say? – Next

Level. It’s so big and the

quality is so high

4. 5.

6.
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basement, a multitude of traders sell all
manner of things from jewellery and t-
shirts to skull and bone art and other
objects of desire. There is a food court
in the middle – which, with its plentiful
seating, proved to be a popular place to
take a well-earned break – plus a real
ale bar and a Sailor Jerry lounge
serving wonderful cocktails at bargain
prices. At the opposite end from the
main entrance, there is a large stage for
the evening band performances.

Outside the front of the venue, next to a
picturesque full-size tall ship sitting in
dry dock, there is a large seating area
with yet more food and drink vendors.
This was a very well-used space, with
many people taking the opportunity to
rest and enjoy the sun and fresh air
before heading back into the heat and
congestion of the artist rooms. 

Tutti Serra, 

Black Garden Tattoo (UK)

I've been coming to London ever since the

second show. I dreamed of seeing all the

famous artists that I'd seen in the

magazines and whose work I'd always

loved. I have been working at the show for

the last three years and it has changed my

life completely. And London as a city has

given me so much! I’m so grateful to this

city!

7. by marco galdo, 

trafficanti d’arte (italy)

8. by stu pagdin (australia)

9. by victor portugal (poland)

10. by leigh oldcorn, cosmic tattoo

11. by hocheon kim tae hyeong 

(south korea)

12. by rob richardson, immortal art

13. by jeremy justice, 

eye candy (usa)

14. miss pinup

15. by johan finné, 

evil twins (sweden)

7.

8. 9.
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Valerie Vargas, 

Frith Street Tattoo (UK)

It's certainly one of my favourite

conventions. I’ve been coming to it

since the very first one back in the

day at The Old Truman Brewery. I

wasn't even tattooing then. I had

started my apprenticeship only two

weeks before. That was the most

exciting weekend ever – and it just

keeps on getting better. 

10. 11.

12.

13. 14.

15.
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Henning Jørgensen, 

Royal Tattoo (Denmark)

If you want to meet your good friends and

make some new ones, this is the place to

be. Every body is here. It’s been great to

see the evolution of so many artists. When

we first came here ten years ago, the

English tattoo scene seemed to be

stagnant. But now there are so many great,

great artists here. It’s overwhelming. It’s a

big inspiration because the best of the best

come to London.

16. by chris crooks, white dragon

17. duncan x

18. by nicklas westin (spain)

19. by wonka, humanfly (spain)

20. by various world class artists

21. by edgar ivanov, old london road

22. by mato, van orthen tattoo factory

23. by ivana, ivana tattoo (italy)

24. by luca ortis

25. miss pin-up

26. by remis, remis tattoo (ireland)

27. by cui tattoo (china)

28. by emily wood, black heart

16. 17 18.

19. 20.

21.

22.
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This truly is an international show, with artists and visitors coming from
all over the world. In the glass-walled artist rooms, tattoo wizardry was
making its mark on flesh canvasses of every nationality. A large art gallery
displayed paintings, prints and flash from many of the participating
tattooists (and this was where you could also find Bob Tyrrell personally
signing copies of his new book, ‘Tattoos, Drawings, Life on the Road’).
Grouped together at the heart of the show were the hand-poking artists.
Fans of this most traditional form of tattooing were treated to a wide and
varied selection including Colin Dale, Pili Mo’o, Brent McCown and
Souryou Kazuyoshi to name but a few.

Another major attraction – as recently featured right here in Total Tattoo –
was the Cheyenne Bike ‘The Recidivist'. This is a custom Harley, built by
Game Over Cycles, that has been covered in leather and tattooed. It had
its official unveiling at 2pm on the Saturday, much to the delight of a large
crowd of onlookers. (for pics see page 11)

Paul Booth, 

Last Rites Tattoo (USA)

The last time I came to the London

Convention, it was at the Brick Lane venue.

That was seven years ago. Coming here to

Tobacco Dock it seems so much better. I

love this place. It's well organised and I’m

having a great time. This convention

represents the current state of affairs

within tattooing. Artists from all over the

world, working in all styles... it’s

enlightening.

23. 24. 25.

26.

27.

28.
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Antony Flemming, 

World of Tattoos (UK)

Ever since I started tattooing, London's

always been the main convention in the

world. For me, it's the one to do – and

working it is a really big deal. This is my

third year and it seems crazy. When you

walk around, seeing anyone who's anyone

in tattooing, it makes it pretty nerve-

racking.

28. 29. 30.

31.

32.

34.

35. 36.

37.

33.
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The competitions at the London Tattoo
Convention are hotly contested; to win
a trophy here signifies recognition at
the highest level. Pre-judging is an
essential part of the process, and only
the very best work gets through to the
elite official judging stage. For more
than two hours we watched as tattoo
after world class tattoo was subjected
to the scrutiny of the panel. A rare treat
indeed, and a fantastic opportunity to
grab photos of some of the highlights
of the show.

The buzz and excitement around the
10th anniversary of The London Tattoo
Convention was palpable, with many
events taking place outside Tobacco
Dock in the days and nights leading up
to the show itself. Art exhibitions,
tattoo studio openings, parties and
promotions – not to mention the
opportunity to get tattooed by the best
artists in the world – fired up London
like never before. Why would anyone
who loves tattooing not want to be
here?! These three days pass so quickly
and I am always left wanting more.
Roll on 2015! I can’t wait to do it all
again.

Chris Crooks, 

White Dragon Tattoo (UK)

Coming here as a young tattooist was amazing, seeing

the guys who were tattooing. And now, being chosen

to work the convention, especially in its tenth year...

to be part of that group is an honour. It’s a fantastic

feeling. The show has become the benchmark. It’s a

show that people aspire to be part of.  

28. miguel bohigues, v tattoo (spain)

29. by sam ford, silver needles

30. by josh duffy (usa)

31. lal hardy, new wave tattoo

32. rosco levee and the southern slide

33. by van orthen, van orthen 

tattoo factory (czech republic)

34. jee sayerlero, humanfly (spain)

35. by ivano natale (on the road)

36. the art of thomas hooper

37. by wendy pham, conspiracy tattoo

(germany)

38 & 39. artist unknown

40. by nick chaboya, on the road (usa)

41. by kid kros, casa occulta (croatia)

42. by phatt german, no regrets

43. by daniel martos (spain)

38. 39.

40.

41. 42. 43.



Filip Leu, 

The Leu Family's 

Family Iron 

(Switzerland)

For me, it’s an amazing gathering

of everybody I admire and a

whole bunch of people I've not

yet met! I walk away from the

show humbled and inspired. 

44. by billy hay, bath street 

tattoo collective

45. by kostas, 

dirty roses (greece)

46. tin tin tattooing

47. by johan finné, 

evil twinns (sweden)

48. by tony hu, 

tony hu tattoo (canada)

44.

46.

47.

48.

45.
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one hundred  

S
ometimes an idea just worms its way into your

brain and no matter how crazy you think it is, it just

won't leave via the nearest emergency exit. This is

what happened to Jeromey ‘tilt’ McCulloch from NewLife

Tattoos, USA, and it resulted in the wonderful Built on

Tradition: 100 Back Tattoo Designs project. Displayed

together, in their entirety, these one hundred watercolour

paintings cover an area of wall taller than a person and

some ten metres long. The exhibition is currently touring

the US convention circuit and Jeremy is looking to self-

publish a book later this year. He told us a little about why

he simply couldn't let his ambitious idea go.

Built on Tradition



 back pieces
“Built on Tradition started as a response to that common tattoo question of 

what to get on one's back. You can find flash for most parts of the body, but there aren't many

designs in the catalogues that are specifically for back tattoos. Artistically, I wanted to build a

better understanding of this particular composition. I'd already put out two books of flash

before this project [Classic Flash Vols 1 & 2 – ed], but I needed to set myself a more difficult

challenge. I also wanted to do something that very few others have done. 

A Project by Jeromey ‘Tilt’ McCulloch

Words by James • Pictures courtesy of Jeromy McCulloch
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As the one hundred back pieces developed, my goals and aspirations changed many times and my

inspiration grew. I kept a sketchbook and made thumbnails of all the references and ideas I could find.

The longer the project went on, the more I opened my mind to the multiplicity of sources that are out

there: I used books from the library, adverts from Japan, comics and vintage movie posters. I love art

from so many cultures and so many schools, and I think that shows in the finished work. I tried to make

something that both tattooers and their clients could derive new ideas from – fresh approaches to the

back tattoo.

I don't know what drives one to do something like this. It’s taken me five years to create, and a crazy

amount of work. I guess when it comes down to it I’m just stubborn!” 

For more news on this project

check out:

www.facebook.com/tattootilt.1

www.facebook.com/events/24

3185099138498/
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C
laudio De Rosa, better known as Clod

The Ripper, has become one of the

most distinctive artists in the crowded

field of black and grey horror tattooing. He

works out of Milano City Ink, alongside

Antonio Macko Todisco. Choosing to work

under a name like Clod The Ripper, it's no

surprise that he is drawn to the darker side

of life and has a penchant for horror films

and serial killers. However, like so many

artists who deal in doom-laden subject

matter, when you meet him in person you

find that he's a warm and gentle soul. His

tongue-in-cheek delivery ensured that our

interview was peppered with laughter. I guess

he exorcises his demons through his art and

his music...



What are your earliest memories of art?
My father is an artist and, like every true artist, he's super crazy too.

He's a painter and a sculptor, so I was born and raised with an artistic

outlook on the world. He has experimented with every form of art

during his life, always completely self-educated. Our house was

packed with his paintings, sculptures and other stuff he had

'invented'. It was a never ending production line of 'works in

progress'. My mom was always angry with him because of the mess!

Why did tattooing appeal to you?
I was always a rebellious kid, so when I first saw tattooed guys I just
fell in love! I was about ten when I started listening to metal music,
and playing it too. My idols were transgressive, angry and tattooed;
they showed me a way out and they gave me confidence. Seeing
skin covered with scary subject matter like skulls, evil faces and
gory things gave me the feeling that these were strong men who
didn't give a fuck about fashion trends and mass globalisation.
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Words by James • Pictures courtesy of Clod the Ripper
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How was your journey into
tattooing?
Pretty hard at the beginning, as
it was for everyone who started
tattooing fifteen or more years
ago. (I'm only talking about
Italy of course. I don't know
about anywhere else.) The
small number of tattooers who
were around at that time didn't
want to share their secrets with
the neophytes – so even
learning something as basic as
how to stencil a design on to
skin was nigh on impossible.
Every single thing was super
hard to find out about. You just
had to experiment and it always
took time to find the right way
to do anything – making
needles, colours, etc. I was
lucky because in the end I
found someone who let me stay
in his shop and was prepared to
teach me. But, looking back, I
think that was the magic! When
you work that hard for
something, you'll love it for the
rest of your life and you will
never let anyone piss on it!
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What is your fascination with the dark side of life?
I don't know to be honest. I only know that I started watching
horror movies when I was three years old (or so my mom told
me) and I started drawing monsters when I was five.
I have suffered a little from depression for years and I've seen a
lot of psychiatrists. I don't know if I’m scared of death or if I see
it as the most peaceful and relaxing thing someone could ever
experience. I've always preferred the atmosphere and energy of
a cold and foggy day in a castle – rather than a sunny day by
the sea. I'm the kind of guy who hopes the monster will kill
everyone at the end of movie! I listen to death metal, I'm into
hardcore and doom, I like wilted flowers and I hate the sun and
too much coloured stuff. I'm just fascinated by the dark side of
everything.
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Has the art of Italy
influenced you?
Of course yes! When I was sixteen
or seventeen I was in love with
America because of the movies
and television. But after travelling
all around the USA with my bands,
on vacation and for work, I started
to appreciate old Europe! Here is
Italy we are so lucky to live in a
country with some of the most
incredible cities in the world –
Rome, Venice, Florence – and we
have lots of art everywhere. We
can get inspired just by walking
down the street.

What are your feelings about
tattooing in Italy?
To be honest I don't like Italy very
much. No, let me clarify that. If
we're talking art or food, then I
love Italy. But I don't like the hot
weather, the beaches, the sun...
and I hate football!!!! Everyone
here is crazy for disco music, cars,
football, the sun... and of course
girls. Moreover our society sucks!
And our politicians are so corrupt!
We are in the midst of a big
economic crisis too. I've got no
problem with tattooing in Italy
because my customers come to
me from all over the place – other
parts of Italy, the rest of Europe,
sometimes even from the USA –
but I do feel a little bit frustrated
living in a country of dance music,
football, sun and traditional
tattoos!! I would love to live in
Germany, or Scandinavia or
Eastern Europe...



You recently took part in the television
reality show Milan City Tattoo. What was
that like?
Very funny, and very stressful. We shot from 9am
right through to midnight and sometimes even 2am.
It was amusing at first to be recognised on the bus
or in a restaurant, but when it's happened ten times
you soon start to hate it. To tell you the truth I
don't really like these reality shows. They were one
of the causes of this fucking 'tattoo trend' all
around the world.  But it was very good promotion
for my shop. And business is business, after all.

CLOD THE RIPPER
MILANO CITY INK
Viale Papiniano 22/A 
20123 Milano
Tel. 02 89452953 
Fax 02 89424686
Mail: info@milanocityink.com
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CHRIS HATTON

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI TATTOO

I ride a chopped 1975 Harley Davidson

Shovelhead. I see it as an extension of my

personal identity. I've been riding motorbikes

since I was four years old; it's run through my

family for generations. I started out competing in

motocross, and then favoured the freestyle side

of the sport as it was more risky, creating more

of an adrenaline rush. Without the rules and

regulations of the racing scene, I could be more

of an individual. But injuries caused me to

rethink my perspective, and now I prefer riding

on the road as opposed to ramps and dirt.

Influenced by American culture I sought out the

only motorcycle I ever wanted, a Harley

Davidson. This was the start of an ongoing

hobby. It's an outlet for my creativity. My

background is in metalwork, and I enjoy the

design and fabrication process of customisation.

Bur what I enjoy most is riding my bike, and

being able to feel a sense of freedom from being

out on the road. I love the connection between

bikes, tattoos and cars. It’s so strong because

they all share a similar sense of subculture and

the notion of creating the bespoke – whether

it's a one-off bike part or the modification of the

skin. I find all elements of tattooing and building

custom bikes inspiring. They overlap in so many

ways, and they suit my creativity. 
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T
he link between bikes and tattoos is fused into the DNA of

western culture. The connection was first made in the 1940s

and 50s. Soldiers returning from war felt lost in a society

where their skills were surplus to requirements; bike gangs eased

their alienation and gave them camaraderie and a real sense of

belonging. The tattoos that had bonded comrades-in-arms were now

supplanted by the tattoos that represented their new identity. The

bike gangs grew, their numbers swelled by disenfranchised youth, and

a unique culture developed around them. Tattoos were very much a

part of that culture. Ink was a permanent commitment to your

brothers and, in those early days, a clear signal to mainstream society

that you wanted no part in it. As bikers embraced tattoos, so

tattooists embraced bikes and an unbreakable link was forged.

Frank Weckert, 
Paranoia Publishing Group (Germany)

I ride a 1950 Pan Head frame with Shovelhead engine. Riding my Harley is

total freedom. I've got 'Outlaw' tattooed on my neck because that's how I

feel (in a good way!) when I'm on the road. I feel like nothing bad could

happen to me. The roads are mine. Everyone wants to express themselves

and be unique. Custom bikes, cars and tattoos enable you to do that. 

Words and pictures by James



Naresh Buna, 
Flamin' Eight Tattoo
I've ridden all sorts of bikes over the years. My

current daily rides are a 1953 Pan Head Bobber and

a 1978 XT500. I love the sense of freedom a bike

gives me. Riding a bike appeals because it frees me

from societal constraints... and also because trying to

get around London in a car or by public transport

sucks! Tattooing is as much a part of the counter

culture as motorcycles and custom cars – be they

hot rods, rats or show bling. It's just an extension of

that innate need to stand out from the crowd that

drives the human spirit, but which society smothers

and discourages or downright crushes. FTW and

don't let the bastards grind you down!!!
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The art of tattooing has evolved, and its
associations with power and otherness have
perhaps diminished, but if you put ink
alongside a badass custom ride the magic soon
reignites as the engine roars to life. A heavily
tattooed arm twisting a throttle still says, “I
don't give a f*** what you think”.

The Trip Out is a small but perfectly-formed
custom bike and car gathering in the depths of
rural Bedfordshire. Everyone's welcome,
whatever their vehicle, but in the show field
it's all about vintage machines. And those of
you who have been there will know that
something special just seems to happen. I
don’t think any one could put it any better
than Blue Miller of 100% Biker Magazine: “So
what exactly is The Trip Out? I still haven't a
clue, but sometimes it's best not to analyse
these things too much in case the magic stops
working.” You don’t need to be a biker to
enjoy The Trip Out. You just need to believe
there is a better way.
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Mark Von Tash
I drive a 1966 Chevy C10 pick-up truck. It's in original paint,
complete with nearly fifty years of battle scars – literally. It's
an ex-United States Air Force truck that was stationed in
California at Beale Air Force Base. It still has some of the air
force markings on the doors and tailgate, and it wears a
Beale Air Force Base sticker on the bumper. I’m on a Chevy
truck forum and some guy in the States sent me a picture of
a truck with an ID number that was just one digit

differentfrom this one (it's painted on the doors) that was
being used by the Air Force in Vietnam! So there's a good
chance my truck was out there too. It's all standard apart
from chrome rims, a later engine and adjustable air bag
suspension on all four corners – although I’d like to fit
dropped spindles and C-notch the rear chassis so that it will
sit a lot lower. I've repainted the interior (I don't like matt
pink!) and re-trimmed the seats and door cards with
matching mexi blankets to jazz it up a little. I've also fitted
new sound deadening, carpet, hidden speakers, amp and iPod
connection – for modern tunes! I've kept the old radio in the
dash for looks though. I've always owned/driven 'different'
vehicles. Previously I had a cool Volvo Amazon and a
succession of old VWs. It means a hell of a lot to me, it’s my
escapism. I don’t need the Chevy as a daily driver, thankfully,
as the petrol would financially ruin me! I love the positive
attention it gets. Cars are modded to make a statement; their
owners carry that look through their clothes and skin too;
they belong to a subculture. A lot of low rider guys have
certain tattoo styles, and it's the same with the trad hot
rodders who go for the trad style tattoos, etc. It's an
outward extension of your personality. We’re all making a
visual statement. We don’t want to blend.

Simon Earl, Tattooist
Bikes to me are exciting new toys, adventure and

freedom. I can't comment on cars as I don't know much

about them. I always associate them with rockabilly

crowds. I guess tattoos, traditional at least, appeal to

people that like to mark themselves as not caring about

fitting in with the ‘normies’. Bikes appeal to people in a

similar way to tattoos. I think a lot of

tattooers get into bikes because we are

fortunate to earn more than good

money which allows us to buy new toys

perhaps more easily than your

average Joe working a nine to five.

Cherry Blossom Tattoo Crew
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Dave Bewick, Black Crown Tattoo
This is my Shovelhead – I  call it 'The Spacechopper' – built by

Benny at Boneshakers out of a bunch of collected parts, my

half-baked ideas and the magical touch of a chopper wizard.

Ever since I was a child, I have always been attracted to bikes

and tattoos at a gut level. As an adult, looking at it more

intellectually, I think part of it is about freedom. You choose to

set yourself apart, despite whatever problems that might bring.

Part of it is about making something truly your own. The

tattoos you choose make your body belong to you completely

– and it's the same with a bike. Maybe nobody else would

choose to do it quite the same way and that's the beauty of it.

Also, they are both addictive, hurt and cost you money.
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The Trip Out.

Scald End Farm, 

Thurleigh. 

MK44 2DP

www.thetripout.co.uk
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saraloni, club tattoo (usa) mr lee, skinz tattoo

cecil porter, emporium 1476  (usa)
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callum berry, draconian tattoo

dre, addinktion tattoo

lee wagner,
lucky 777 tattoo

sean herman, royal street tattoo (usa)

ivo, 
ivos tattoo
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charissa gregson, jolie rouge

stefan semt, signs and wonders (germany)

ash davies, physical graffiti

daan van den 
dobbelsteern,

dice tattoo
(holland)

matt stebly, 
twisted anchor tattoos 

(usa)
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todo, abt tattoo (usa)

pioner (russia)

david benjamin kaye, skinks tattoo lounge
(new zealand)

endre, tattooend
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prizeman, eternal art

yomico moreno (venezuela)

alan hindes, tatt house

david benjamin kaye, skinks tattoo lounge (new zealand)



szilard, everest tattoo (hungary) peter wizo, bruno tattoo heroes

dmitry samohin,
ink army
(ukraine)
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piotr cwiek, 
southmead tattoo

alex rattray, red hot and blue
marcin ptak, 
inkdependent tattoo



michal suchanowski, michael de bear

poch, artistic element (usa)
roman abrego, artistic element (usa)
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phil kyle, magnum opus
simone, 
the capex style tattoo (italy)
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rich smith, 
five magics

christian forrester,
extreme needle

han, king of kings 
(holland)



woody, into you 

xam, seven doors

lewis mckechnie, 
rock n roll tattoo
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holly may, 
the old smithy tattoo parlour

melanie, inky und stretchy (germany)

sanne vaghi (on the road)

ian mcalister, red hot and blue

matt hunt, 
modern body art

paul talbot, 
modern electric tattooing
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jay sabella, eagles dare tattoo studio

dan frye, angelic hell

kelly smith, 
five magics

nick wybrow, 
jayne doe tattoo



eric the viking, king of hearts

morof, morotattoo (italy)

eva mpatshi, beautiful freak (belgium)

matthew hayes, 
new hope tattoo gallery

matthew hayes, 
new hope tattoo gallery
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santa perpetua, black sails

ollie tye, cosmic monsters

canyon webb, off the map (usa)
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will thompson, the ink lounge

Want to see your work in our gallery?
Submit you photos to Total Tattoo Magazine. 

Images must be high resolution (300) and sized at 100mm by 150mm.

They can be emailed to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk

or post a disc of images to 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU

Your disc needs to be labelled with the artist & studio name. 
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Describe your perfect day...

If I could fit all of my favourite things into one day I would start with a

big bacon and eggs breakfast on the deck, with my boyfriend

serenading me on the guitar. Then we'd go fishing in the canoe, play

with the dogs and chase the chickens with my son, I'd make a pottery

bowl or two, we'd go for a hike, and then we'd end the day with a

huge BBQ with loads of food and all our friends. Being with the

people I love, and my animals, and spending time outside – these are

the things that make me happiest. And after a day like that I would

probably go to bed early because I love my sleep!

What do you do for a living?

I'm a dog groomer. Best job ever, getting to play with puppies 

all day long.

So animals are a big part of your life?

Yes. At home we have five dogs, two cats, two rabbits, two ducks and

twenty two chickens – a hobby farm! And I love horse riding.

If you could hop on a plane right now, where in the

world would you go?

Definitely Africa. I am guilty of taking life for granted now and then –

my house, all the things I have – so it would just be so interesting to

educate myself about how people live on the other side of the world.

And to see all the amazing animals in their natural habitat too! That

would be incredible. 

I get the feeling you're the kind of person who would

enjoy the challenge of surviving on a desert island.

What essential items would you want to have with you?

First, I'd want a pot for boiling water and cooking fish. I'd also need

matches, because I have yet to learn how to start a fire without

them... And a knife for hunting, preparing food and cutting branches to

make a shelter or a raft to get the hell off the island! I'd also like to

have a horse. It would be super fun to ride every day and a horse

would also be pretty useful for lugging logs around to build my house.

Plus I think I'd look pretty gnarly in a caveman outfit with a spear,

riding bareback, hunting wild boar... Lastly, I'd need one of those

gigantic oversized chocolate bars for energy. Maybe I'd melt it in my

cooking pot and pour it over some coconut... Delicious!

Now, your tattoos. When did you get your first and

what was it?

It was about 11 years ago. I was 18 and it was done by my now-

boyfriend Mark Jeffrey (of High Tides Tattoo, Canada). It's a white tiger

on my thigh. I managed to hide it from my parents for a couple of

years ha ha!

Were you instantly hooked?

I think I was more hooked on the guy doing the tattooing! The

addiction really began after my second tattoo. I never planned on

being covered – it just kinda happened...

Tell us a bit more about your collection.

I have some very meaningful pieces. My second tattoo was in memory

of my grandmother, and I also have one in memory of a dear friend

who passed away. My hand tattoos say 'Dad' and 'Mom', and my

knuckle tattoos say 'Lady Luck' because I feel so lucky to have the life

I live. My favourite piece would have to be my back. Part of it says 'Be

Your Own Creation', because there's just too many robots in this

world, and the rest of it is a phoenix, which I didn't have any say in

because my boyfriend designed it! I think the detail is amazing and it's

not even finished yet. I love it.

Many of your tattoos are black and grey. What drew

you to that style versus full colour?

I love and appreciate coloured pieces, but I found black and grey was

more me. I'm a bit of an indecisive person, so I knew I could never

pick colours without a ton of debate – so I figured I would just stick

to black and grey to keep it simple.

Do you have any new tattoos planned?

I would really like to have my whole throat and neck done in a

mandala style, but I'm in no rush. Someday I'll take the plunge.

Living in a small town, how do people typically react to

your look?

For the most part, they're interested or curious. I've had people

physically grab my hands and arms to get a closer look – I don't think

I'll ever get used to that! – and I've been asked questions about my

tattoos on many occasions. I do get the odd judgemental stare, but

I've learned to shrug it off with a smile.

RThis month's cover model is Kelly Guitard 
whose life revolves around her family and her animals 

and who tells us she'd have no problem cooking wonderful food 
to help her survive on a desert island. 

She has some very meaningful tattoos too!



jessi manchester, all style tattoo (germany)

HONG KONG

The determination to succeed, and the
attention to detail, that made last year's
inaugural Hong Kong convention such a
success are very much in evidence again.
Gabe Shum and his team have been on a
steep learning curve and they are reaping
the benefits of the energy and enthusiasm
they have put into their venture. This
year's show has twice as many artists and
visitors as last year, and everyone – the
organising team, their families, and the
vast army of helpers and volunteers – is
giving it one hundred and ten percent.

But in the VIP Area right now, it's eerily
quiet. The air is full of tension. The place
is packed to capacity, but nobody is
making a sound. No one's talking, no
one's on the phone, and there is no music.
Randy Engelhard from Germany and
Japanese cartoon and comic art specialist
Sabado are busy preparing their work
stations. Black and grey wizard Robert
Hernandez is also here, but he's joined
the crowd of eager onlookers, who are all
intently watching something... But what
are they watching, with such rapt
attention? The answer is Shigenori

Iwasaki, aka Shige, from Yellow Blaze in
Yokohama, Japan. He is drawing. With
meticulous care and precision, he is
adding details to the stencilled outline of
a Japanese angel that he has applied to
his Vietnamese client's arm. Taking his
time, he is correcting things here and
there, perfecting the flow of the design,
and magically bringing the image to life.
And that's before he's even started to
tattoo.

Shige is one of the world's most
influential and important artists. His
unique style brings traditional Japanese
art forward into the 21st century, in the
most respectful manner. Frequently
copied, but never matched, his work is
adored by his many followers and he has
acquired a huge fan base here in China.
He told me that this was his first ever
visit to Hong Kong and he feels the place
has “a lot of charm”. He said it was the
convention crowd that made this event so
special for him; being constantly
surrounded by such an appreciative
audience enhances his work and makes it
easier to produce great results.

The Chinese tattoo scene is catching up with the rest of the world
at breakneck speed. Hong Kong is one of those very special places
where East meets West and, after only a couple of years, the Hong
Kong convention has catapulted itself into the big league. It
already ranks among the top tattoo events in Asia and organisers
Gabe Shum (Freedom Tattoo), Jay FC and Nelson Yuen are going
all out to ensure that it becomes one of the premier events on the
global stage. 2014's convention really rocked, with outstanding
ink on show from superstars and newcomers alike.

1.

2.
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3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.

1. by norm, norm will rise (usa)

2. by xiao peng, yu tattoo (china)

3. by yu tattoo (china)

4. by seal tattoo (china)

5. by sabado, eccentric tattoo (japan)

6. by ki ngan, lotus tattoo (hong kong)

7. by rob kelly, blackout tattoo (hong kong)

8. by oscar, 76 tattoo (china)
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Words and pictures by Travellin MIck



If you've been to China recently, you will
know that moments of silence and
contemplation are rare. Most of the time,
it feels like there's a competition going on
to see who can shout the loudest or push
the hardest. So with this (mostly local)
crowd quietly relishing every nuance of
Shige's skill, and totally absorbed, it's a
unique atmosphere. But suddenly the spell
is broken as someone lets out a loud
shriek. The crowd breaks into laughter, the
tension is released, and Shige smiles.
Robert Hernandez has started tattooing his
client!

International names are great crowd
pullers, but this convention is also an
important shop window for local Hong
Kong artists and a showcase for the vast
pool of talent in mainland China. The
Innocentre is a modern and immaculately
clean venue, and as you walk around and
browse the booths you can see just how
much artistic talent there is in this part of
the world. Large scale pieces predominate
– sleeves, backs and full body suits – and
in front of most of the booths, models
present their masters' tattoos. Chinese and
other Asian artists always take pride is
displaying their work and they often are
not shy of flaunting the wealth they have
gained through their artistic commitment.

The promotion of an event like this, the
star guests, the entertainment, and the
insistence on using only the best quality
materials and equipment... it all costs a lot
of money, but the considerable financial
investment made by Gabe Shum and the
other organisers is clearly paying off.
Hong Kong is on its way to the summit of
the tattoo world, and we will see next year
just how far it can go! 

9. 10.

11.
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12. 13. 14.

15. 16.

17.

9. by robert hernandez, vittamin tattoo (spain) 

10. by wang he, yu tattoo (china)

11. by liang chao, Shenzhen (china)

12. by keno lee, mofo ink (china)

13. by keno lee, mofo ink (china)

14. by wang he, yu tattoo (china) 

15. by wu shang, suprem (china)

16. by wu shang, suprem (china)

17. by altar tattoo, shenzhen (china)
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18. 19.

20.

21.

22.

18. hong kong cruise!

19. by cheng xinlong, 

xinlong tattoo (china)

20. by yu tattoo (china)

21. by diau le, 

tattoo cola (taiwan)

22. artist unknown
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P ublished by Kintaro earlier this year, Strong Design, Bold Will Hold is a compilation of
ten years of Dutch graphic artist Wytse Sterk's work. Characterised by bold lines and bright
colours, his images communicate their intent without any cryptic confusion and his love of         
traditional tattooing reverberates through everything he does. We thought it would be

interesting to have a quick word with him and he was happy to oblige. 

“I got my first tattoo before I went to art school. The tattoo was done by Rinto, at Rinto's Tattoo
Shop in Groningen. It was an overwhelming experience and one that I will never forget. From that
moment on, I knew that I wanted to get more tattoos. The art school was in the same street as
Rinto's, so I visited him on a regular basis. I started to help out in his shop – cleaning, making
appointments, giving information to clients – and we became friends.

Strong Design,      
Bold Will Hold
A book of designs by Wytse Sterk
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Words by James
pictures courtesy of Wytse Sterk
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I wanted to become a tattoo artist. So
Rinto told me to start drawing tattoos. I
really liked the bright old school designs;
they are so powerful. He critiqued my
work, and although I learned a lot from
him I somehow didn't have the nerve to
pursue my dream of becoming a tattooist.
It took me a while to realise that it was
graphic design itself that I loved doing,
and that I could incorporate all the
ingredients that were important to me as
a person – tattoos, comics, rock music –
into my designs.

About ten years ago I joined Vera
ArtDivision. Vera is a club for the
international pop underground, and
there is a small silkscreen studio in the
attic that has been in use since the 1970s.
A designer or illustrator creates a poster
for every concert, which is then produced
in the workshop, and there's a highly
talented group of people working there.
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I started to draw designs with bold lines
and bright colours because they suited
the silkscreen printing technique
perfectly, and when they were hung in
the venue window they created a bold
statement – like tattoo flash in the
windows of old tattoo shops. To me these
graphics work in the same way as old
school tattoos: clear images, with a clean
black line holding the shape, and filled
with bright solid colours.”

Strong Design, Bold Will Hold
By Wytse Sterk
Publisher: Kintaro
Soft cover, 136 pages
ISBN: 978-90-817-0144-0
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I
have interviewed more than a few tattooists over the years and
every artist has told me about a different journey into tattoo.
Some have walked a familiar well-trodden path and others have

travelled a more random route off the beaten track. But, until
now, I'd never met anyone who'd started out at a tattoo school...

Manuel Winkler grew up in Merano, a small town in northern Italy more famous
for its red wine than its tattooing. His father, a jewellery maker, paved the way
for his creativity by instilling in him a love of art and an appreciation of fine
craftsmanship, and he went on to study graphics at college. However, at that
time, in this provincial backwater, there were absolutely no opportunities for a
young man who wanted to express himself through the needle. Tattooing as a
profession was exciting and different, but seemingly unattainable and out of
reach. Undaunted, Manuel used the internet to find out about training courses.
He chose one in Madrid, and after just seven days, machine in hand, walked away
a 'bona fide tattooist'.  With the benefit of hindsight he realised it had obviously
been a complete waste of time and money, but at the time it felt right.
Sometimes you just have to get things moving any way you can.

Back in Italy, Manuel's prospects of making a living as a tattoo artist were still
non-existent. But Fate lent a hand. “I met a women who had connections in the
Canary Islands”, he tells me. “She said I could go there to tattoo, if I wanted to.
So I did! It wasn't the best studio. It was in the middle of a shopping centre. The
night life was crazy, and I would have to go out and try to get people to come in
and be tattooed”. This whole way of doing things didn't come naturally to
Manuel, and he didn't enjoy it at all, but at least it meant that he could tattoo.

Six months later he returned to Italy. He was happy to be home, but felt that
once again he had learned nothing about tattooing. Both his course in Madrid and
his street shop experience in the Canary Islands seemed to have been about
nothing more than making money – for the people who ran the course and the
people who owned the shop. This is where Fabian Langes of Clockwork Tattoos
(in Merano) enters the story. He'd known Manuel for a while, and when he heard
that he was tattooing he invited him to join his studio. Things were finally
beginning to head in the right direction.

Interview James Sandercock • Pictures Manuel Winkler • Portraits Oscar Pereira
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At first, Manuel was tattooing in all
styles, but it wasn't long before he
began to focus on black work. “When I
saw the work of artists like Xed le
Head and Jondix I was immediately
drawn to their style. I started to do a
lot of Polynesian tattoos and dot
work. But in my home town, people's
idea of what a tattoo could be was
quite narrow. The customers were not
open-minded enough to accept new
ideas at that time. Things are very
different now and I get to make the
tattoos that I want to. I have a lot of
customers not only from my area but
also from all around Europe and
further afield. Facebook and Instagram
have changed everything, and
conventions and guest spots have
helped too, of course”.

I wondered what Manuel felt his
customers were seeking. “I feel that
customers who are wanting to get
tattooed in this style are perhaps
looking for something more spiritual –
a connection with something larger
than themselves. Not just an image or
an aesthetic, but something with more
symbolism or meaning”.  When I asked
Manuel if this was also part of the
appeal for him, he told me he was
coming at it from a different angle.
“Personally, I am more concerned with
the artistic challenge, not the
symbolism of the tattoo. For me, it's
more about making the shapes work
with the body – finding the perfect
pattern or geometry for the
customer”.
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As with many artists working in this genre, colour has began to
creep into Manuel's work. However, he does not currently see this
as a direction for further exploration. “Black geometric work is still
my passion, “he explains. “I feel it has a better harmony with the
body”. Inspired by artists such as Roxx from 2spirt in San Francisco,
Gerhard Wiesbeck and Patrick Hüttlinger, scale has become more
and more important to Manuel. He enjoys working on larger pieces
and creating a body suit – developing a concept in its entirety – is
his ultimate goal.

As for future plans, travel and guest spots are high on Manuel's
agenda. Spending time with other artists who specialise in black
work is a top priority, exchanging ideas, cementing friendships and
furthering his artistic development. In the seven years that he has
been tattooing, the world has opened up to Manuel and he has been
able to transform his passion into his work. He'd be the first to
acknowledge that it's a very special thing to be able to make a
living by expressing one's creativity in this truly unique way.

www.facebook.com/ManuelWinklerTattooArtist
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NORTH EAST
TATTOO EXPO

With The Arc's large bright corridors reserved
for tattooers, and the main theatre space used
for bands and competitions, the layout was
very different to many tattoo conventions.
This worked well, because everyone had to
walk through the tattooing to get to any other
part of the convention, making it purely about
the ink. The weekend brought clear skies and
sunshine, which completely lit up the interior
so that you could really see what was on
show. There was just one part of the venue
that wasn’t brightly lit, however, and this was
a windowless ground floor room where a
number of the tattooers were working. It got
pretty hot in there towards the end of the day,
but Mark and Ian did absolutely everything
they could to make sure everyone was
comfortable.

The artists at this show were top notch.
Fantastic tattooers from all over the country
were working away, producing some amazing
pieces. As always, traditional and colour
realism were to the fore, but there was a lot
more besides, including black and grey and
new school. Interestingly, while there was a
good mix of tattooing styles on display, one
subject seemed to reign supreme. 2014, as far
as Stockton is concerned, is the Year of the
Film and TV Themed Tattoo! Of course
people have been tattooing themselves with
Hollywood's finest for a long time, but it was

really astonishing to see just how many fans
of the genre there were at this particular
convention. With Heisenberg, Gizmo, a
Storm Trooper, and even a Clint Eastwood to
be spotted – amongst many others – the North
East has definitely embraced this genre and
made a damn good job of it too.

The artistic variety within tattooing was
celebrated with a brand new competition
called 'Master of Style'. This involved six
tattooers competing against each other,
working in a range of styles and techniques
that they may not employ every day in their
shop. Some astounding tattoos were
produced, and a well-deserved first place
went to Leah Moule. Winning this kind of
competition is a real accolade, as it
demonstrates that you're a true all-rounder
and can turn your hand to anything.

The rest of the competitions were brilliant,
too. They had a massive turnout and were full
of absolutely outstanding work. What was
great was that people had been able to get a
good look at all the work being done, because
the layout of the venue meant they would
have had to walk past it at some point. So
everyone had already formed their own ideas
of the best tattoos in the show, and most
people were very pleased when they found
the judges agreed! 

Formerly known as the Teesside Tattoo Convention, this event has
undergone big changes in 2014. It's still the same friendly charity
fundraiser, but organisers Mark Bester and Ian Richardson have moved
it to a new venue, The Arc in Stockton, and it now spreads across two full
days. With some phenomenal tattoo talent on display, the whole thing
was a huge success!

Words and Pictures by Mel Noir

1. 2. 3.

4.

1. gary weidenhof, tattooing

2. by j, immortal ink

3. by sonny williamson

4. by andy walker, creative vandals

5. by ben, 3000

6. by sebastian nowacki, 

tattoo by law

7. by leah moule, spear tattoo
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5.

6.

7.
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8. 9.

10. 11.

12.

13.

14.

8. by jordan croke, second skin

9. by jorge becerra, immortal ink

10. by matt lapping, creative vandals

11. by paul talbot, modern electric tattooing

12. by sebastian nowacki, tattoo by law

13. by michelle maddison, triplesix studios

14. mark bester crowns leah moule

15. by sonny mitchell, on the road

16. by jon potter, twisted image tattoo

17. by joanne middleton, ?

18. by guy tinsley, wiseguys tattoo
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With all the entertainment taking place in the theatre, you
had the choice of either heading down there or staying where
the tattooing was – and that was an arrangement that worked
really well. You could hear everything over the speakers
throughout the venue, but the volume was just right and you
could tune it out if you were having a conversation or were
busy tattooing. Sometimes there’s nothing worse than being
tattooed at a convention, or tattooing someone, or trying to
chat with a friend you only see once or twice a year, and
barely being able to hear yourself think. Maybe other
conventions should take this on board.

There are some entertainers who simply can’t be contained
within a theatre, though. On the second day of the show,
cosplayers dressed in Star Wars costumes paraded all around
the venue, posing for pictures with anyone who asked. For a
convention that had so many people showing off their film-
themed tattoos, this seemed like just the right idea! 

As in previous years, this convention was held in aid of a
fantastic charity called the Jo & Mya Foundation (founded
by Ian Richardson), which aims to increase awareness of
organ donation and raise money to help children through
difficult times. And the whole atmosphere of the show was
extremely friendly, which is exactly how a tattoo convention
should be. Mark, Ian, and the crew were enthusiastic,
energetic and helpful, and they inspired everyone else’s
mood too. The only real drawback seemed to be the timing.
This convention managed to hit both Father’s Day and the
Download Festival, which meant there weren’t as many
attendees as Mark and Ian had hoped for (especially on the
Sunday), so it would be good to see it fall on a more suitable
weekend next year.

15. 16.

17. 18.
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Overall, this new-look event was
extremely well received and it's managed
amazing growth (in both its size and its
popularity) in a very short space of time.
If you’re in the North East when next
year's convention is on, I would certainly
recommend you get along to check it out.
You won’t be disappointed! Keep an eye
on Total Tattoo for advance notice of the
date.

19. 20.

21. 22.

23.

19. by andy walker, 

creative vandals

20. by chris harrison, bridgend

21. by gary weidenhof, 

inkredible kreations

22. by gordon patterson, 

inkwell tattoo

23. by gray silva, rampant ink
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FREE MUG 
FOR EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER

Subscribe to Total Tattoo, the UK’s finest tattoo magazine, and we’ll
send you one of our fantastic bone china mugs celebrating our 10th

annivarsary. Get your regular dose of tattoo news, features, interviews
and show reports – everything tattoo in the UK, Europe and the rest of
the World – delivered every month direct to your door.

Option 1 (UK residents only)
Call our subscriptions hotline on 08009178794
and set up a direct debit for £10.50 per quarter 
(£42 per year) and receive 12 issues delivered to 
your door 

Option 2 (UK and overseas residents)
Subscribe securely online at www.totaltattoo.co.uk
and receive 12 issue delivered direct to your door for a 
reduced rate of £46.20 UK
Europe £88 • Rest of World £12

• FREE Total Tattoo Mug

• Save money on the cover price

• Free delivery to your door 

• Read it before it reaches the shops
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Words by James • Pictures by Kiwi Matt and Oscar Pereira



Kiwi Matt's name has cropped

up in conversation many times

recently. He has been a regular

contributor to Total Tattoo's gallery pages,

sending in CDs of work characterised by densely

packed colour and strong bold lines. Even though we'd

never met, I somehow felt I already knew him... but of

course the real person who appeared on my screen via

our Skype connection had much more of a tale to tell...

It didn't take long for this likeable New Zealander to get into his stride. The first thing we talked

about was how tattooing had got hold of him. “I was at the skate park. There was this older kid

just going off on his skateboard and he had this tribal tattoo on his arm. I remember thinking,

man if I could be that dude with that tattoo it would be really cool, and I was hooked. A couple

of years later I got my first tribal tattoo – and it still sits in the middle of my arm, where I could

have got something awesome.” (Which, for many of us, is not a completely unfamiliar story...)

Matt soon came up against a stark realisation. “I was eighteen, just out of high school, and I just

knew I was not going to fit into the nine-to-five world. I started looking at tattooing, but what I

saw around me and what I saw in the magazines from overseas just didn't match. Being a young

skate kid and being a tattooist didn't marry up either. At that time, the scene was super old-

school and I just didn't fit into that. I realised that if tattooing was my ultimate goal, I needed to

move on. I also realised that if I started tattooing in New Zealand, that would be the limit of

where I would end up. So I decided to move to England.”

Matt tells me his parents have always been very supportive of his decision. “It’s a common trait

amongst New Zealanders. As long as their kids are not doing anything that will land them in jail,

parents are usually supportive. I think they're proud of me now for what I achieved.” 

Interview by James • Pictures courtesy Kiwi Matt
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So at the age of nineteen, Matt got himself a

visa, a one-way ticket and an apprenticeship. “It

was hardcore. I was this skinny little Kiwi boy

dealing with some pretty rum people –

football hooligans and so forth. It was

definitely different to how an apprenticeship

might be today. The shop wasn't very big or

well-known, and my artwork didn't really

move forward, but it was good in terms of

learning about the industry. After I left there I

moved around the UK to different shops and

started working my way up. I went to

Edinburgh, then over to Europe, and now I

work with Aaron Bell at Slave to the Needle

[in Seattle],  which is like a dream come true.

I wondered how these years of moving

around had shaped Matt's identity. “To be

honest, it’s been both a blessing and a curse.

Wherever I go I feel like there's always

something new to discover right round the

next corner. But I'm thirty seven now, and

ever since I was nineteen I’ve been away from

where I come from. If you doing your growing

up overseas, you lose your sense of where

home is.”

“But having said that, I have no intention of

leaving Seattle! It would be hard to improve

on what I have here. My whole career, I've

been working towards getting accepted into a

shop like Slave to the Needle. It’s exactly what

I have always wanted. To be part of something

bigger and better. Aaron is old school and he

likes to test people. It doesn't matter that

you've already built a reputation; for your first

couple of years, you go back to doing the kind

of work you probably haven't done for a long

time, and you just do the stuff that comes in

through the door. But once you're established,

the customers start to come thick and fast

and you become more successful than you

ever were before.”
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Matt feels this is an environment that will take

him to the next level. “The other day I was

doing a drawing that I was pretty pumped

with, but Aaron walked by and suggested a

couple of changes and it was instantly better.

Being surrounded by that kind of knowledge

all the time is like doing a second, or third,

apprenticeship. There are so many things to

learn that I just can’t teach myself. Until you

hit about twenty years of tattooing, you really

don't have that much experience – and the

longer I've been tattooing, the more I've

understood this. It's an essential truth and you

can't progress without realising it.”

“And I think you have to see your older work

come back so you can critique it. What

worked, and what would you change now?

What looks better in your old work than in

your current stuff? Paul Slifer [of Red Hot and

Blue in Edinburgh] was the first artist to make

me understand that experience is the most

valuable tool in tattooing. It's all about learning

from your own mistakes and, over time,

developing a tried and tested mental database

of techniques and durable, lasting styles.

Watching Paul tattoo, you quickly realise that

he is working from muscle memory learned

over the last twenty five years. His designs are

strong, well constructed and heal fast. That’s

what I want from a tattoo. Paul was also the

first artist I observed with a good bedside

manner and a solid sales pitch. This definitely

resonated with me, because I really enjoy

selling my clients a good design even if their

initial concept isn’t great. It’s often hard to

achieve this with an ego or a negative attitude;

and, again, accumulated experience definitely

helps the process.”
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With this in mind, I was curious to know

what importance Matt places on the

longevity of a tattoo. “I think it’s very good

to pose this question. There are so many

tattoos out there today whose durability

wasn't considered in the original design.

Any tattoo will last a lifetime of course,

but how many of them will start to look

shitty before the end? I would say most of

them. The important thing is to design to

the flaws of the medium (and I am

definitely pro line/black, enough said). The

ageing process of a tattoo can also be

used to artistic advantage. For example a

black ink that tends to have a high

migration may be useless for line work,

but would give a good effect over time for

black and grey backgrounds or smoke. I

like to view a tattoo when it's about five

years old. In fact I think this would be a

great convention category, because you’d

really see if your tattoos were worth their

salt. Of course if you have big tits and

you're on a TV show you can totally

ignore the tattoo durability issue!”
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So is the wanderlust beginning to wane or has

Matt's itinerant lifestyle simply been put on

hold for a while? “I really don’t see myself

moving away from Seattle any time soon. It has

a played-out tattoo scene just like every other

big city around the world, but Slave to the

Needle – which will be celebrating its

twentieth anniversary next year – has built a

huge reputation here and there's a lot of local

support. There are eighteen artists, working in

two shops, and we are all busy.”

“I guess one day I would like to know what it

feels like to open my own shop”, he adds, “But

not yet. I am still learning so much by being

around really talented tattooers. Also, I have

only been tattooing for fifteen years and I

want to get at least twenty years under my

belt before contemplating any dramatic shift in

my focus. If I do open a shop, it will be

somewhere well away from Seattle, out of

respect for Aaron and Melissa Bell, who have

given me so much. I simply don’t get it when I

see people opening up just down the street

from the shop where they trained.”

Matt finishes on a reflective note. “When I'd

been tattooing for about three years, I thought

I knew everything. Just like everyone else, I

started to get cocky when my friends (who

knew nothing at all about tattooing) told me

how awesome I was! But I realise now that I

knew less than nothing. For me, an important

part of the tattooing process is to take a look

at my work and ask myself, 'If I did that again,

what would I do differently? What are its

major weaknesses?' My wife thinks I’m far too

self-critical, but I believe that if you shoot for

the stars you’ll at least hit the moon.”

slavetotheneedle.com/kiwi-matt/
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The Black Lodge Tattoo
9 The Triangle, West Hill,  Portishead
North Somerset. BS20 6PG
01275 848503
www.blacklodgetattoo.co.uk
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UK CONVENTIONS

Nov 8-9

Halloween Tattoo Bash
Wolverhampton Racecourse

www.facebook.com/halloweentattoobash

info@halloweentattoobash.co.uk

November 7-9

Jurassic Coast 
Tattoo Convention
Premier Inn Hotel Bournemouth Central

Westover Rd, Bournemouth, 

Dorset BH1 2BZ, 

www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

November 15-16

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, Clacton

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

November 15-16

Sheffield Tattoo Show
Magna Science Adventure Centre

Sheffield Road, Rotherham, S60 1DX

sheffieldtattooshow@live.co.uk

November 29-30

Cariad Ink
Venue Cymru, The Promenade, 

Llandudno LL30 1BB

www.facebook.com/CariadInk

OVERSEAS CONVENTIONS

November 2

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall 8310, Brugges, Belgium

www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 7-9

International Brussels Tattoo
Convention
www.brusselstattooconvention.be/

November 7-9
Florence Tattoo Convention
press@florencetattooconvention.com

March 13-15

Tattoo Ink Explosion
Kaiser-Friedrich-Halle, Möchengladbach

www.tattooinkexplosion.com

2015 UK

February 20-22

Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton

www.brightontattoo.com

February 28-March 1

Tattoo Tea Party
Event City, Phoenix Way, Urmston, Manchester.

M41 7TB

www.tattooteaparty.com

March 28-29

The Scottish 
Tattoo Convention
The Edinburgh Corn Exchange

10 New Market Rd, Edinburgh,

Edinburgh EH14 1RJ

www.scottishtattooconvention.net

March 28-29

Tattoo Kulture
Winter Gardens, Weston-Super-Mare, 

North Somerset

April 11-12

Tattoo Extravaganza
Portsmouth
The Pyramids Centre, Southsea sea front

Portsmouth PO5 3ST

www.tattooextravaganza.co.uk

April 11-12

Northlakes Tattoo Convention
The shepherds inn Carlisle

www.northlakes tattoo.com

Tel 01228545156 

May 8-10

Maiden City Ink
Everglades Hotel, Prehen Road.,Derry.

Northern Ireland

maidencityink@aol.com

May 16-17

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place, Liverpool,

Merseyside L3 5UL

www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

June 6-7

Leeds International 
Tattoo Expo
New Dock Hall - Royal Armouries Museum

Armouries Drive, Leeds LS10 1LT

www.leedstattooexpo.com

June 6-7

Northampton Tattoo
Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,

Northampton, NN5 5BG

www.northamptoninternationaltattooconventi

on.com

Tel: 01604949958

June 14

Reading Tattoo Show,
Rivermead Leisure Complex. 

Richfeild Avenue, Reading, RG1 8ER

readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk or

nolimitstattooing@hotmail.co.uk 

01189590700/01189598616 

www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

2015 OVERSEAS

February 6-8

Milano Tattoo Convention
Ata Hotel Quark, 

Via Lampedusa 11/A - Milano Italy

www.milantattooconvention.it

March 6-8

Modial du Tatouage
La Grande Halle De La Villette

211 Avenue Jean Jaurès

75019 PARIS

June 6-7

Tattoofest
Kracow, Poland

www.tattoofest.pl/convention

https://www.facebook.com/TATTOOFEST

CONVENTION CALENDAR
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Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. Send your details to 
Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU, UK

or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.



NEXT MONTH

To find out who sells Total Tattoo in
your area, email your postcode to
vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk

Save money with a subscription! For
details, call our free subscriptions
hotline on 0800 917 8794 or visit
www.totaltattoo.co.uk
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HORIHIDE  

NICK MORTE 

LIVING DEAD LIGHTS

TAKING BACK YOUR BODY

GODMACHINE

GINA McQUEEN 

Show tickets
and prizes 
to be won

NEXT MONTH
A TRUE LIVING LEGEND
OF JAPANESE TATTOOING

TAKING REALISM
TO NEW HEIGHTS

HARD ROCKING 
WITH LOVE FROM L.A.

BREAST CANCER
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What makes you happy?

My son and my girlfriend. They both make me

happy. And it makes me happy that people

come to me for the doodles I put on skin. 

What makes you angry?

When people message me about tattoos after

midnight and then send me another message

with just question marks the very next

morning.

What was the last book you read?

I can't remember the last one I read, but the

last one I bought was the Zombie Survival

Guide. Obviously the last magazine I read was

Total Tattoo!

What was the last movie you saw?

Guardians of the Galaxy.

What pets do you have?

I haven't got any real pets, so my tattoo

machine is my pet for now!!

What would you eat for your last

meal on earth?

Probably a massive roast dinner.

What’s your funniest tattoo story?

I was about two hours into a leg piece on a

girl. Now, as we all know, tattoos hurt so I

asked if she was OK - as you do. Her reply

was 'I can't feel a thing!', so I said 'Really? Are

you sure?' and she came out with 'I can't feel

anything because I have stretchy skin!' Her

mum then came over and said 'Yeah, it's true,

she has stretchy skin'. And  then my customer

proceeded to stretch her arm skin for me! It

was really hard for me to keep a straight

face...

If you won the lottery what is the

first thing you would buy?

A long holiday snowboarding. 

Who would play you in the movie of

your life?

It would have to be Danny McBride 

What song would be the soundtrack

to your life?

This is the hardest question. There are way

too many songs to pick just one, but it would

be something like Vitamin by Incubus. Or even

that whole album.

What would your super power be?

I would have a power that uses everyone

else's powers. Or maybe I'd just have

Deadpool's powers. 

What achievement are you most

proud of?

Having a son, and of course becoming a tattoo

artist and having a job I love!!

What is your own favourite tattoo?

It's a split decision between my hand, my neck

and my new leg tattoo... but I'll go with my

hand done by my good buddy Joe Carpenter

just because it's awesome.

What is your biggest regret?

I don't think I have any regrets yet...

What keeps you awake at night?

Hmmm... The TV, sorting out designs, and

drawing.

Any exciting news you would like to

share?

As a few of you may already know, I recently

opened Black Galleon in Kings Lynn with my

good friend Mike. We've got some awesome

guest artists lined up.

What is your favourite tattoo that

you have done and why?

My favourite so far is probably the Roy Jones

Jr piece because it's got a lot of dark shading

and I really like dark tattoos.

What is the best lesson life has

taught you?

If you want something bad enough, keep

working for it. Eventually you'll get it.

How would you like to be

remembered?

As a legend!!

Finish this sentence:

Ricky is…

Quite a nice guy, mildly funny, but can be a

right moaning bugger sometimes! 

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Ricky Lopez
Black Galleon Tattoo
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